Last Mile Testing Redefined!
MT9090A/MU909011A3 Overview
Until now, the right tool just didn’t exist for cost effectively testing short fibers. Handheld OTDRs and Fault Locators lacked the
resolution and in such short spans while mini-OTDRs were too large, too expensive and too complicated.
The new MT9090A from Anritsu finally addresses this need by providing all of the features and performance required for installation
and maintenance of short fibers in a compact, modular test set. The MT9090A represents an unmatched level of value and ease of
use, while not compromising performance. Data sampling of five centimeters and deadzones of less than one meter, ensure
accurate and complete fiber evaluation while a simple testing sequence requires only one key press to initiate – allowing anyone to
make error-free measurements.
The MT9090A represents a new era in drop cable and premise testing. Its ease of use, low price, high-resolution and size make
this the perfect product for “last mile” and intra-building testing.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Unique, purpose-built solution for short fiber applications such as FTTx drop, MDU riser and CO cables
Exclusive, integrated launch fiber provides accurate initial connector measurement without external devices
High resolution, widescreen color display that is easy to read indoors or out
Fixed parameters simplify operation and ensure proper set-up – just press “START”
High resolution and extremely short deadzones ensure thorough short fiber evaluation
Rugged, sealed design provides years of service in the most challenging environments
Modular platform ensures maximum return on investment
Compact and lightweight design for maximum portability in the field
Complete FTTx maintenance tool including optical power meter and visible source “red light”
Unique 780 nm wavelength for in-service maintenance of PONs without filters
High performance without a high price
Basic multimode fiber testing with 1550 nm single mode module
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Purpose-Built for Short Fiber Applications
Realizing that short fiber premise applications such as FTTx drop cables, intra-building riser cables and cell towers have different
testing requirements, Anritsu designed the MT9090A from the ground up. It features 5 cm resolution for accurate mapping of
events, deadzones of less than 1 meter (3 feet) and a built-in 10 m (30 ft) launch fiber to ensure everything is evaluated.

Quick Startup

4.3-inch Wide Screen Display for Easy Viewing

The MT9090A is ready for measurement in about 15 seconds
so productive work can start immediately.

The high resolution, full color, 4.3-inch wide screen display is
the perfect format for viewing OTDR results. It also provides
excellent readability both indoors and outdoors.

Long Battery Life
Since AC power is not always available where you need it,
especially at fiber pedestals, the MT9090A typically provides
3.5 hours of testing on a single charge. This coupled with an
optional car cigarette lighter cord guarantees the MT9090A is
ready when you are.

Portable
With its lightweight design and user friendly dimensions, the
MT9090A is perfect for the outside plant environment and can
easily be managed with one hand. The standard softcase with
shoulder strap further increases portability when traveling from
the truck to the testing site.

Rugged
With no fans or vents to allow dust and moisture to enter the
unit, the MT9090A was designed for the challenging outside
plant environment.

Video Inspection Probe Support
When equipped with the optional connector video inspection
probe (VIP), the MU909011A3 becomes a powerful tool for
evaluating connector cleanliness and quality. Connector end
faces can be safely viewed and images stored to document all
aspects of your network.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

4.3” high resolution, indoor/outdoor color display
Dedicated function keys for performing tasks
START key for true one-button testing
Arrow keys for zooming, cursor movement and menu navigation
SET to select/accept

<1 m Dead Zone for Short Fiber Analysis
With less than 1 m dead zones, the MT9090A is perfect for
evaluating central office, FTTX and intra building cables.

No Experience Required
With the MT9090A, the expertise is built in. With an automated
testing sequence, fixed parameters and PASS/FAIL
classification, anyone can certify and troubleshoot drop cables
or premise networks.

6)
7)
8)
9)

Menu key for easy access to set-ups and mass storage
Integrated power meter
Visible laser diode
Dual USB ports for quick and easy data transfer
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Despite its size…it is not a toy!
When buying products, you tend to choose ones that
are innovative and from established companies. When
you need to install and maintain optical networks, this
should also apply. With over 50 years of combined
OTDR design, Anritsu, which now includes NetTest,
delivers the features that matter.
Having been in the test and measurement business for
a long time, we understand the importance of
performance, portability, reliability, easy operation and
of course price.

Real Time Sweeping
In the field, real-time sweeping is often very useful to confirm
correct fiber splicing and placement.

Integrated Launch Fiber
To further simplify testing, the MU909011A3 has 10 m (30 ft) of
fiber built-in so initial fiber connections can be verified without
the need for additional patchcords or launch fibers.

Full Trace View
The user can also select to view the full trace for additional
information or to initiate real time testing.

Simple Data Storage
With internal data storage plus support for external USB
memory devices, the MT9090A is more than capable. Add to
this auto file saving and naming for easy, error-free
documenting of your network.

Common OTDR Data Format
The MT9090A supports the universal Telcordia SR-4731 format
making it compatible with not only legacy Anritsu and NetTest
products, but with many other vendors data.

Event Table with User Defined Thresholds

Easy “drag and drop” File Transfers

Visible Light Source

Modular Design

PASS/FAIL thresholds for key acceptance criteria such as
splice loss, reflectance and total span loss can be set in the
MT9090A allowing technicians to easily assess a fiber’s
condition. Failing values are clearly highlighted in the event
table alerting technicians of potential problems.
A visible laser diode “red light” to visually troubleshoot splices,
connectors and the fiber management is also available.

When the MT9090A is connected to a PC via a USB cable, the
internal memory can be directly accessed. Data can be
selected, dragged and dropped into the PC memory, greatly
simplifying file transfers. The MT9090A also supports the use of
USB memory sticks.
The MT9090A features a modular design allowing modules to
be easily changed in the field. Users can interchange different
wavelength fault locator modules or perform other optical
network testing such as optical channel analysis with the
available CWDM channel analyzer module. Operation is quite
similar between modules so the user is immediately familiar
with operation.

Mainframe

Integrated Power Meter (through OTDR port)
The power meter allows users to verify the presence of signals
and then fault locate with one instrument – and without having
to disconnect and move the fiber to another port.

Screen Capture Function
Screen shots are sometimes useful for adding to reports so the
MT9090A features the ability to save screen shots as Bitmap
images.

Multimode Fiber Testing (Option)
Basic multimode fiber testing can be performed with the 1550 nm
single mode module.
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Module

Installation and Maintenance Simplified
Since the MT9090A is purpose built for testing short fiber spans, its hardware and user interface are optimized for simplicity.
A customizable testing sequence automates testing and guides novice users.

Installation Simplified

The MU909011A3 fault locator module provides easy and accurate
verification of drop cable installation. The user simply connects the
fiber and presses “START” for true one-button testing - all settings
are fixed to ensure accurate and consistent results for any skill level.
Upon completion, the length, total loss and PASS/FAIL status are
displayed within seconds. A full event table of all characteristics is
also shown providing additional information on the fiber under test.

Step 1 – Connect fiber and power on

A Unique Approach to In-Service Maintenance
Since multiple users share the common feed fiber, FTTx
maintenance becomes difficult when only one or two users are down.
Traditionally, 1625 nm or 1650 nm wavelengths were used to test
active fibers however these wavelengths typically need costly WDM
couplers and filters in the network. As a unique approach to this,
Anritsu also offers a 780 nm Fault Locator module that can be used
to troubleshoot in-service FTTx networks without costly filters and
without disruption to other customers. This offers a clear advantage
over PON specific power meters that only verify signal presence but
still rely on an additional OTDR or fault locator to locate the cause.
With the MT9090A, one box does it all !

Step 1 – Verify ONT Fault
Step 2 – Disconnect fiber from ONT and connect
to MT9090A
Step 2 – Press “START”
The connection check feature ensures that the fiber to be
tested is properly cleaned and connected correctly.

Step 3 – Verify signal presence and level
Good signal – replace ONT
No signal – press “continue” to launch fault
locate test
Low signal – press “continue” to launch fault
locate test
   (780 nm will not interfere with 1490 nm or 1550 nm
transmissions)*1, *2

Step 4 – Review Results
Step 3 – Read Results
Test results including all splices and connectors, as well as total
fiber length, loss and PASS/FAIL status are shown in an easy to
read table.

*1: At actual work, Only use the 780 nm OTDR after confirming that there is no effect on the customer's communications system. Anritsu cannot guarantee in advance that there will be no impact on communications.
*2: Fiber bending loss (attenuation) cannot be detected at the 780 nm wavelength.
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Specifications
MT9090A Mainframe
Dimensions and Mass
Display
Interface

190 (W) × 96 (H) × 48 (D) mm (7.5” × 3.8” × 1.9”) (Including mainframe and module)
<800 g (<2 lbs.) (including mainframe, module and battery)
4.3-inch TFT-LCD (480 × 272, with backlight, transparent type)
USB 1.1, Type A × 1 (memory), Type B × 1 (USB mass storage)

MU909011A3 Drop Cable Fault Locator Module
MU909011A3-052/062

Model
Wavelength∗1
Fiber Type
Distance Range
Pulse width
Dynamic Range∗2
Deadzone
Sampling Resolution
Sampling Points
Data Storage
IOR Setting
Units
Fiber Event Analysis
Loss Modes
OTDR Trace Format

Other Functions

Languages
Integrated Optical Power Meter
Visible Laser Diode
Power Supply
Battery
Environmental Conditions
EMC
LVD
Laser safety

MU909011A3-050/060
SingleMode Fiber Test
MultiMode Fiber Test∗12
1550 nm ±30 nm
Undefined
62.5 µm/125 µm MMF
1.0 km (3,000 ft), 2.5 km (8,000 ft) or 10 km (32,000 ft)
set automaticallly

780 nm ±20 nm
10 µm/125 µm SMF (ITU-T G.652)
1.0 km (3,000 ft) or 2.5 km (8,000 ft)
set automatically
<10 ns
>7.0 dB
Undefined
Undefined
Fresnel: <1 m∗3, Backscatter: <5 m∗4
5 cm (Distance range 1.0 km), 10 cm (Distance range 2.5 km) (IOR = 1.50000), 50 cm (Distance range 10 km)
20001 (Distance range 1.0 km), 25001 (Distance range 2.5 km), 20001 (Distance range 10 km)
Internal memory: 40 MB (up to 800 traces), External (USB): up to 20,000 traces with 1 GB
1.3000 to 1.7000 (0.0001 steps)
ft, m
Automatic, displayed in table format based on user defined PASS/FAIL thresholds
Undefined
2 point loss, dB/km
Telcordia universal (.SOR), issue 2 (SR-4731)
Integrated launch fiber: 10 m (30 ft)
Connector Inspection Microscope (Optional); verifies connector condition and clealiness
Connection check: Automatic check of OTDR to FUT connection quality
Live Fiber detect: verifies presence of communication light in optical fiber
Real time sweep: <1 sec (typical)
Spanish, French, German, Italian, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese and English
Wavelength 1550 nm, same port as OTDR
Power range: –5 to –45 dBm, Accuracy: ±0.5 dB∗5, Maximum input: +10 dBm
Connector: 2.5 mm universal, Wavelength: 650 ±15 nm, Output: 0 ±3 dBm
Laser safety: IEC 60825-1: 2007 CLASS 3R: MU909011A3-050/060/052/062∗9 (CW)
21CFR1040.10∗11
9 VDC, 100 V(ac) to 240 V(ac), Allowable input voltage range: 90 V to 264 V, 50 Hz/60 Hz
NiMH, Operating Time: 3.5 hours (typical)∗6, Recharge Time: <3 h∗7
Temperature, Humidity∗8: 0˚ to +50˚C (Operation), –20˚ to +60˚C (Storage), <80% (non-condensing)
Vibration: MIL-T-28800E Class 3, Dust and Drip proof: IP 51
EN61326-1, EN61000-3-2
EN61010-1
IEC 60825-1: 2007 CLASS 1: MU909011A3-050/060/052/062∗10
21CFR1040.10∗11

*1: @25°C
*2: Averaging: 10 seconds, SNR = 1, +25˚C
*3: Return loss: 45 dB, +25˚C (1.5 dB down from the peak of Fresnel)
*4: Return loss 45 dB, Deviation ±0.5 dB, +25˚C
*5: CW input, –20 dBm @ 1550 nm, +25˚C
*6: Back light low, Sweeping halted at +25˚C
*7: +10˚ to +30°C, Power OFF
*8: +10˚ to +30°C (During Recharging battery, Power OFF)

*9: Safety measures for laser products

This product complies with optical safety standards in 21CFR1040.10 and
IEC 60825-1; the following descriptive labels are affixed to the product.

*10: Safety measures for laser products

This product complies with optical safety standards in 21CFR1040.10 and
IEC 60825-1; the following descriptive labels are affixed to the product.

*11: Excludes deviations caused by conformance to Laser Notice No. 50 dated
June 24, 2007.

*12: MU909011A3-002 Multimode Test Function installed and selected.
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Ordering Information
Please specify the model/order number, name and quantity when ordering.
The names listed in the chart below are Order Names. The actual name of the item may differ from the Order Name.

1) Select Mainframe

6) Select Accessories

Includes battery pack, AC charger/adapter, standard soft case, strap and
protector

Must be added as separate line items.

Model/Order No.
MT9090A

Description
Mainframe (with color LCD)

2) Select Base Module
Includes printed operation manual
Model/Order No.
MU909011A3

Description
Drop Cable Fault Locator Module
(with visible laser diode and Power Meter)

3) Select Module Option
Model/Order No.
MU909011A3-050
MU909011A3-060
MU909011A3-052
MU909011A3-062

Description
1550 nm, single mode, UPC, visible laser diode, power meter
1550 nm, single mode, APC, visible laser diode, power meter
780 nm, single mode, UPC, visible laser diode, power meter
780 nm, single mode, APC, visible laser diode, power meter

4) Select Connector Adapter
One adapter included at no charge – must be added as a separate line item.
Model/Order No.
MU909011A-037
MU909011A-038
MU909011A-039
MU909011A-040
MU909011A-025
MU909011A-026

Description
FC Connector (UPC: Models -050 and -052 only)
ST Connector (UPC: Models -050 and -052 only)
DIN 47256 Connector (UPC: Models -050 and -052 only)
SC Connector (UPC: Models -050 and -052 only)
FC-APC Connector key width 2.0 mm
(APC: Models -060 and -062 only)
SC-APC Connector (APC: Models -060 and -062 only)

5) Select Software Option
Must be added as a separate line item.
Available for models -050, -060 only
Model/Order No.
MU909011A3-002

Description
Multimode Test Function

B0600B Hard Case
This accommodates two mainframes (with or without fitted protector), accessories
(light source or power meter, backup battery, fiber cleaner, etc.).

Model/Order No.
G0203A
G0202A
Z1580A*1
B0663A*2
B0600B
B0601B
Z1023A
B0602A
J1402A
J1530A
J1531A
J1532A
J1533A
J1534A
J1535A
W2988AE
W2989AE
OPTION-545VIP
MU909011A3-ES210
MU909011A3-ES310

Description
AC adapter (Replacement)
NiMH Battery Pack (Replacement)
Protector & Soft Case
Protector
Hard Case
Standard Soft Case
Strap
Deluxe Soft Case (for MT9090A)
Car plug cord
SC Plug-in Converter (UPC(P)-APC(J))
SC Plug-in Converter (APC(P)-UPC(J))
FC Plug-in Converter (UPC(P)-APC(J))
FC Plug-in Converter (APC(P)-UPC(J))
LC-SC Plug-in Converter (for SM, SC(P)-LC(J))
LC-SC Plug-in Converter (for MM, SC(P)-LC(J))
MU909011A Operation Manual (Hardcopy)
MU909011A Operation Manual (CD)
Connector Inspection Microscope (× 200, × 400)
12 month extended warranty (total 2 years warranty)
24 month extended warranty (total 3 years warranty)

∗1: The protector (B0663A) and standard soft case (B0601B) from a set.
The protector includes a shoulder strap.

∗2: The shoulder strap can be used to hang the instrument around the neck while
working.

7) Replacement Adaptors
Must be added as separate line items.
Model/Order No.
J0617B
J0618D
J0618E
J0619B
J0739A

Description
FC (UPC: Models -050 and -052 only)
ST (UPC: Models -050 and -052 only)
DIN (UPC: Models -050 and -052 only)
SC (UPC or APC: all models)
FC (APC: Models -060 and -062 only)

B0601B Standard Soft Case
This standard accessory
accommodates the mainframe with
fitted protector.

B0602A Deluxe Soft Case
Full Network Master operation without
removal from the case.
Provides excellent protection for use in
hash conditions.
This does not accommodate the
mainframe if the protector is fitted.

Mainframe with Protector

B0663A Protector (Standard accessory)
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CMA5000a Multi-Layer
Network Test Platform

MT9090 Series
MU909020A OCA Module
Compact CWDM channel analyzer to verify power levels, drift and channel
presence of CWDM networks.

A wide selection of test modules including
Gigabit Ethernet and 10 Gbps Ethernet.

MU909060A GigE Module
Dedicated field test solution for installation and troubleshooting Ethernet links
in the access network.

MU909014/15 µOTDR
Compact OTDR for full automatic verification of optical networks, FTTH-PON,
Metro and Core.

MU909020A

MU909060A

CMA5 Series
For Optical Fiber Installation
and Maintenance.

MT9083 Series
ACCESS Master Mini-OTDR

CMA 3000
All-in-one Field Tester

All-in-one test tool for fiber construction
and maintenance.

Test of many interfaces including Ethernet

MU909014/15
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Leaflet

MT9083A2/B2/C2 ACCESS Master

TM

1310/1550/1625/1650nm OTDR for Single mode Fiber
850/1300nm OTDR for Multimode Fiber

New !
Enhanced model

For years the ACCESS Master has met the needs of contactors, technicians and engineers by providing all of the
measurement functions (including PONs) and performance required for optical fiber construction and maintenance in
a compact, lightweight, all-in-one unit that eliminates the burden of carrying many different test sets and instruments
on-site.
Anritsu is now pleased to announce the enhanced MT9083A2/MT9083B2/MT9083C2 models.

The ACCESS

Master MT9083x2 now features a 7-inch widescreen TFT-LCD display for use both indoors and outdoors, enhanced
o

battery operation time (up to 12 hours), increased operating temperature range (-10 to 50 C) and new short-cut
function keys.

Enhancements:
 Larger (7 inch), higher resolution (800x480) display with LED backlight
 Longer battery operation time: Up to 12 hours
 Wider operating temperature range: -10 to 50 oC
 New shortcut keys to simplify operation: quickly change between trace and event table or
access set-ups and mass storage
 Lighter – now only 2.6kg (5.7lbs)!

Specifications
OTDR Specifications
MT9083C2
Options

Wavelength

*1

Dynamic Range

*2, *3

Deadzone
*4
(Fresnel)

Deadzone
*5
(Backscatter)

*7

MT9083C2-053

MT9083C2-057

1310/1550nm ±25nm
1310/1550/1625nm
±25nm
*1

Options

Wavelength

MT9083B2-053

1310/1550 nm ±25 nm
1310/1550 nm ±25 nm,
1650 nm ±5 nm
1310/1550/1625 nm
±25 nm
1310/1550 nm ±25 nm,
850/1300 nm ±30 nm

MT9083B2-055
MT9083B2-057
MT9083B2-063

*1

Options

Wavelength

MT9083A2-073

1310/1550 nm ±25 nm
1310/1550 nm ±25 nm,
1645 nm to 1655 nm
1310/1550/1625 nm
±25 nm
1310/1550 nm ±25 nm,
850/1300 nm ±30 nm

MT9083A2-055
MT9083A2-057
MT9083A2-063

46/46dB
*6
25/25dB
(Pulse width:100 ns)
*7
46/46/44dB
*6
25/25/23dB
(Pulse width:100 ns)
MT9083B2
Dynamic Range
42/41 dB

*2, *3, *8

≤3.8/4.3 m
≤1 m,
≤80 cm (typ.)
≤3.8/4.3/4.8 m

Deadzone
*4
(Fresnel)

*7

42/41/35 dB
40/39/38 dB

*7

≤5/5.5/6.5 m
≤1 m
≤80 cm (typ.)

*7

*7

Dynamic Range

Deadzone
*4
(Fresnel)

*7

38.5/37/34.5 dB
37/35.5/32.5 dB
39/37.5 dB
*7
29/28 dB

*2, *3, *8

Deadzone
*5
(Backscatter)
≤5/5.5 m

*7

*7

*7

*1: 25 °C, Pulse width: 1 μs (all except 850 nm, 1300 nm),
850 nm/1300 nm: 100 ns
*2: Pulse widths: 20 μs (Options 053, 055, 057, 063, 073, 1310 nm/1550 nm)
at Distance range: 100 km
Pulse width: 4 μs (Options 063, 1300 nm) at Distance range: 25 km
Pulse width: 500 ns (Options 063, 850 nm) at Distance range: 25 km
Averaging: 180 sec., SNR = 1, 25 °C
*3: Dynamic range (one-way back-scattered light), SNR = 1: The level difference
between the RMS noise level and the level where near end back-scattering
occurs.
*4: Pulse width: 3 ns (Options 053, 055, 057, 063, 073.)
Return loss: 40 dB, 25˚C (Refer to the figure right)
*5: Pulse width 10 ns, return loss 55 dB, Deviation ±0.5 dB, 25 °C
(Options 053, 055, 057, 063, 073. All except 850 nm/1300 nm)
Pulse width 3 ns, return loss 40 dB, Deviation ±0.5 dB, 25°C
(Options 063, 850 nm/1300 nm)

≤6/6.5/7.5 m
≤5/5.5 m,
≤4/5 m (3/4 m typ.)

42/41 dB
*7
29/28 dB
MT9083A2

39/37.5 dB

Deadzone
*5
(Backscatter)
≤5/5.5 m

≤5/5.5/6.5 m
≤1 m
≤80 cm (typ.)

≤6/6.5/7.5 m
≤5/5.5 m,
≤4/5 m (3/4 m typ.)

*6: Pulse width: 100 ns (ER Mode), Distance range: 100 km
Averaging: 180 sec., SNR = 1, 25 °C
*7: Typical. Subtract 1 dB for guarantee
*8: At 1.65μm: With background light, 1.31/1.55μm, -19dBm CW light

Common Specifications
Dimensions and Mass
Display
Battery
*10

Sampling Points
Sampling Resolution
Distance Range
Environmental
Conditions
Laser Safety

*11

Dimensions: 284 (W) × 200 (H) × 77 (D) mm, 11.2 × 7.9 × 3 inches
Mass: ≤2.6 kg (5.7 lbs) including battery
7 inch TFT-LCD (800 × 480, with LED backlight), indoor/outdoor type
Type: Lithium ion
*9
Operating Time : 12 hours, Telcordia GR-196-CORE Issue 2, September 2010
Recharge Time: ≤5 hours (power off)
Normal: 5001, High density: 20001 or 25001, Very high density: 100,001 or 150,001
5 cm (min.)
Single mode: 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200, 300 km
Multimode: 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100 km
Operating temperature and humidity: -10° to +50 °C, ≤80% (non-condensing)
Storage temperature and humidity: -20° to +60 °C, ≤80% (non-condensing)
IEC 60825-1: 2007 CLASS 1M: option 053, 055, 057, 063, 073
21 CFR1040.10 Excludes deviations caused by conformance to Laser Notice No. 50 dated June 24, 2007
With Protector (option 010)

*9: Typical, backlight off, sweeping halted at 25 ˚C, 6 hours typical continuous testing
*10: Either high density value is selected depending on distance range
*11: Safety measures for laser products
This product complies with optical safety standards in IEC 60825-1,
21CFR1040.10 and 1040.11; the right descriptive labels are affixed to the product.
The specifications and contents of this document may be changed without prior notice.

S123C

ver.2
NEW

Hand-Held Fusion Splicer

S123C ver.2 NEW Features
The S123C Hand-Held Clad-Alignment Fusion Splicer
has been enhanced and updated to version 2. The battery
is automatically charged internally when connected to AC
mains power even during operation. The new illumination lamp lights up a wide area around the V-grooves and
helps operation in low light environment. The redesigned
and strengthened heater simplifies the protection sleeve
loading process. Splicing Drop/Indoor cable is possible
with newly designed kits.

RoHS

IP52

5 Axis
Shock

Features and Applications
With its low profile design and light weight body the S123C offers single fiber splicing with outstanding mobility and extreme ease-of-use. In addition, the rugged body is designed to endure harsh
operating conditions by improving shock/impact resistance with rubber pads embedded on 4 corners of the splicer body. It achieves water resistance compliant IPX2 and dust resistance compliant
IP5X.
The fast 13 seconds splice time and 25 seconds protection sleeve shrink time offers a highly efficient work environment. Large battery capacity makes it possible to perform 70 cycles of splicing
and heating, while it offers SOC solution as well.
By combining portability, ease of use, improved speed and durability, the S123C becomes an excellent option for use in the conventional telecommunications industry.

Key Features
• Internal battery charging

NEW

• Illumination lamp lights up a wide area around V-grooves

NEW

• IP-52 - Rugged and compact hand held design for demanding environmental conditions
• Fast splice (13 sec) at low loss and Fast Heating (25 sec) for single
fiber*1
• Simple operation with Fixed V-groove
• Splicer is compatible with the Seikoh Giken and Diamond Spliceon-connector (SOC)

◙ FITEL

Splicer SOC partners

• 70 cycles (Splicing & Heating) *2
• Available for All METRO/LAN/FTTx fibers including ultra bend-insensitive fibers (e.g. EZ-Bend)
• Easy maintenance - Toolless electrode replacement/mirror free alignment system
• Easy Software upgrade via the Internet
• Easily exchanged fiber holder systems (tight holder/fiber holder/SOC
holder)
• Splicing Drop/Indoor cable is available

NEW

• PC interface software to allow user manage splicing programs and
results
• Auto-start shrink sleeve oven feature
• Improved GUI to further enhance ease-of-use

NEW

• RoHS compliant
*1 By using semi-auto mode for splicing and pre-heating mode for heating.
*2 By using semi-auto mode for splicing and regular mode for heating.

Under Tough Environment
S123C passed criteria as below *3
Drop Resistance
76 cm drops from 5 different angles

Water Resistance
IPX2 rating drip proof

*4

Dust Resistance
IP5X rating dust proof

*5

*3 A
 bove tests were performed at Furukawa Electric Labs, and do not guarantee that the machine will be undamaged
under these conditions.
*4 IPX2 rating drip proof means that the machine can be exposed to 3 mm/min drip from 4 different angles with 15°
tilt for 2.5 min each and still functions.
*5 IP5X rating dust proof means that the machine can be exposed to dust particles with a diameter of 0.1 to 25 μm
for 8 hours and still functions.

SPECIFICATIONS
Applicable Fibers
Cladding Diameter
Coating Diameter
Fibers Cleave Length
Average Splice Loss
Splice Time
Heat Time
Splice Programs
Heat Programs
Automatic Heating Start
Applicable Sleeves
Fiber Holding
Tension Test
Return Loss of Splice
Fiber Image Magnification
Splice Memory
Image Capture Capacity
Dimension
Weight
Monitor
Data Output
Battery Capacity *7
Wind Protection
Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Humidity
Power Source

SM (ITU-T G.652), MM (ITU-T G.651), DSF (ITU-T G.653),
NZD (ITU-T G655), BIF/UBIF (Bend Insensitive Fiber ITU-T G.657)
125 µm
250 to 900 µm
5 to 10 mm or 16 mm
SM: 0.05 dB, MM: 0.02 dB, DSF 0.08 dB, NZD 0.08 dB
13 seconds
25 seconds *6 (S922: 40 mm sleeve, S921: 60 mm sleeve) (Pre-heat mode)
31 seconds *6 (S922: 40 mm sleeve, S921: 60 mm sleeve) (Regular mode)
Max. 150
Max. 18
Available
20/40/60 mm
Tight holder (Loose tube applicable) or Removal fiber holder system
1.96 N
60 dB or more
58X
Max. 1500
Last 100 images to be automatically captured + Up to 24 images to be stored permanently
127W × 199D × 81H mm (not including shock absorber)
159W × 231D × 104H mm (including shock absorber)
1.4 kg (without battery), 1.6 kg (with battery)
3.5” color LCD monitor
USB ver. 2.0 mini
Typical 70 splice/heat cycles with S943B battery
Max. wind velocity of 15 m/s.
-10 to 50˚C (without excessive humidity)
-40 to 60˚C (without excessive humidity)
0 to 95% RH (non-condensing)
AC input 100 to 240 V (50/60 Hz), DC Input 11 to 17 V without any change of hardware

*6 The first heating after turning on the power can be longer than usual heating time.
*7 The number of the splicing and heating the machine can produce using a full charged battery at room temperature
of 20˚C, semi-auto mode for splicing and regular mode for heating. Depending on the condition of the battery and
the operation environment, the number can vary.

STANDARD PACKAGE
Item
 S123C Main Body
 Soft Carrying Case
 Hard Carrying Case
 Battery Pack
	Spare Electrodes
 AC Adaptor for S123C and S958C
 AC Cable Cord
 Electrode Sharpener
 Cleaning Brush
 Tool Case
User Manual



Quantity

P/N

S123C-A

S123C-B

S123C-X-A-0001

1

1

SCC-01

1

—

HCC-02

—

1

S943B

1

1

S969

1pair

1pair

S976A

1

1

1

1

D5111

1

1

VGC-01

1

1

TCC-01

1

1

1

1

—

—








  











OPTIONAL COMPONENTS
Item

 Soft Carrying Case
 Battery Charger
 AC Adaptor for S958C
 Cooling Tray
 Angled Stand
 Working Belt
 USB Cable
 Car Cigarette Cable
 Tripod Adaptor
 Tight Holder
16 mm Cleave length
10 mm Cleave length
11 Fiber Holder
250 μm coating diameter fiber
500 μm coating diameter fiber *8
900 μm coating diameter fiber
Loose Tube Fiber (Left side)
Loose Tube Fiber (Right side)
12 SOC Holders
<For Ferrule>
Seikoh Giken FC/SC connector (9 mm)
Seikoh Giken FC/SC connector (5 mm)
Seikoh Giken LC connector (9 mm)
Seikoh Giken LC connector (5 mm)
Diamond E-2000™/F-3000™ LC/SC connector
<For Cordage>
Seikoh Giken Cordage (5 mm)
Seikoh Giken Cordage (9 mm)
Diamond Cordage (5 mm cleave, 1.8 to 3 mm cordage)
<Tool>
Diamond Mount
13 Drop/Indoor Cable Holders
Drop/Indoor Cable Holder
Low-friction Indoor Cable Holder
14 Fiber Transporter
15 Fiber Transporter Holder
Smart Fuse
Software Interface for Machine

P/N

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

S712T-016
S712T-010

1pair
1pair

S712S-250
S712S-500
S712S-900
S712S-LT-L
S712S-LT-R

1pair
1pair
1pair
1
1

S712C-SGS9-L
S712C-SGS5-L
S712C-SGL9-L
S712C-SGL5-L
S712C-DM25-L

1
1
1
1
1

S712C-SGC5-R
S712C-SGC9-R
S712C-DMC5-R

1
1
1

WTX-01

1

S712S-1SM-D
S712S-1SM-ST
TRP-03
TRH-01
SF-01



Quantity

SCC-01
S958C
S977A
CTX-01
AGS-01
WBT-01
USB-01
CDC-01
TPA-01

1pair
1pair
1
1
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15

13

14

Fiber Transporter in
Action

 Angled Stand in Action

 -1 Working Belt in Action

 -2 Working Belt in Action

13 14

1

*8 Used for 400 to 500 μm coating diameter fiber.

Contact Us:
Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd.
Head Office:
2-3, Marunouchi 2-chome,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo,
100-8322, Japan
TEL: + 81 3 3286 3227
FAX: + 81 3 3286 3978
www.furukawa.co.jp
comsales@ho.furukawa.co.jp

Europe:
Furukawa Electric Europe, Ltd.
3rd Floor, Newcombe House
43-45 Notting Hill Gate,
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TEL: + 44 20 7313 5320
FAX: + 44 20 7313 5310
www.furukawa.co.uk
splicer@furukawa.co.uk

North & South America:
OFS Fitel, LLC
2000 Northeast Expressway
Norcross, Georgia 30071, U.S.A
TOLL FREE: + 1 866 452 9516
TEL: + 1 678 783 1090
FAX: + 1 678 783 1093
www.ofsoptics.com
splicers@ofsoptics.com

Export Control Regulations
The products and/or technical information presented in this publication may be subject to the application of
the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act and other related laws and regulations in Japan.
In addition, the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) of the United States may be applicable.
In cases where exporting or reexporting the products and/or technical information presented in this
publication, customers are requested to follow the necessary procedures at their own responsibility and cost.
Please contact the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan or the Department of Commerce of the
United States for details about procedures.

China:
Furukawa Shanghai, Ltd.
Beijing Branch
1001A, Full Tower, No.09 Dongsanhuan ZhongRoad, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100020, P.R. China
TEL: + 86 10 8591 0608
FAX: + 86 10 8591 0609
www.furukawa-sh.cn

South East Asia:
Furukawa Electric Singapore
Pte. Ltd.
10 Anson Road, #25-08
International Plaza, Singapore
079903
Tel: + 65 6328 9870
Fax: + 65 6224 2362
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S178A

ver.2
NEW

Hand-Held Core-Alignment Fusion Splicer

S178A ver.2 NEW features
The S178A Hand-Held Core-Alignment Fusion Splicer has been
enhanced and updated to version 2. The battery is automatically
charged internally when connected to AC mains power even
during operation. The new illumination lamp lights up a wide area
around the V-grooves and helps operation in low light environment. The redesigned and strengthened heater simplifies the
protection sleeve loading process.

RoHS

IP52

5 Axis
Shock

Features and applications
The S178A is fast and durable, it continues the FITEL tradition of quality and excellence by delivering precise and accurate splices even under rigorous field conditions.
The S178A is equipped with a core alignment system that can complete a splice in 7 seconds (semiauto mode) and an integrated heater which can shrink a protection sleeve in 25 seconds (pre-heat
mode). The USB 2.0 mini interface speeds up PC communication and image / video transfer, whilst
enhancing reliability.
Although the S178A is significantly smaller and lighter in weight
than previous models, its canopy design, durable metal body
frame and rubber protection corners provide robust protection.
This enables use in demanding environments without compromising splicing performance. Along with its rugged durability,
the splicer also offers convenience. An internal battery system
allows up to 200 splicing cycles (splicing/heating) and an innovative, mirror-free alignment system reduces maintenance work.
The S178A is a versatile choice for a wide range of applications
including FTTx, LAN, backbone, enterprise, long-haul installations, data-center and OEM. It is an excellent option for use in
the conventional telecommunications industry, along with other
industries (including oil and gas and outside broadcast).

Key features
• Internal battery charging

NEW

• Illumination lamp lights up a wide area around V-grooves

NEW

• User friendly LCD display offers 4 different X/Y image layouts

NEW

• Simplified splice result indicator red / green icon

NEW

• Rugged and compact handheld design to endure harsh environmental conditions
• Fast splice (7 sec) at super low loss and Fast Heating (25 sec)*1
• 200 cycles (Splicing & Heating) with Internal batteries*2
• Splice programs available for All METRO/LAN/FTTx fibers including
ultra bend-insensitive fibers (e.g. EZ-Bend™)
• Splicer is compatible with the Seikoh Giken and Diamond Spliceon-connector (SOC)  
• Easy maintenance electrode replacement /mirror free alignment system
• Easy Software upgrade via the Internet
• Simplified program fusion and heater programming

NEW

• Easily exchanged fiber holder systems (Tight holder/Removable fiber
holder/SOC holder)

◙ FITEL

Splicer SOC partners

• PC interface software to allow user manage splicing recipes and splicing results
• Auto-start heater oven option
• Improved GUI enhancing ease-of-use

NEW

• Large memory for storing 2,000 splice records and last 100 splice result
images
• RoHS compliant
*1 By using semi-auto mode for splicing and pre-heating mode for heating.
*2 By using 2-batteries, semi-auto mode for splicing and regular mode for heating.

Under Tough Environment
S178A passed criteria as below *3 ;
• Drop Resistance - 76 cm Drops from 5 different angles
• Water Resistance - IPX2 rating drip proof *4
• Dust Resistance - IP5X rating dust proof *5
*3 Above tests were performed at Furukawa Electric Co., Labs, and do not guarantee that
the machine will be undamaged under these conditions.
*4 IPX2 rating drip proof means that the machine can be exposed to 3 mm/min drip from 4
different angles with 15° tilt for 2.5 min each and still functions.
*5 IP5X rating dust proof means that the machine can be exposed to dust particles with a
diameter of 0.1 to 25 μm for 8 hours and still functions.

Drop Resistance

Water Resistance

Dust Resistance

SPECIFICATIONS
Applicable Fibers

SM, MM, DSF, NZD, EDF, BIF/UBIF (Bend insensitive fiber)

Cladding Diameter

80~150 μm

Coating Diameter

100~1,000 μm

Fiber Cleave Length

5~16 mm

Average Splice Loss

SM: 0.02 dB, MM: 0.01 dB, DSF: 0.04 dB, NZD: 0.04 dB

Splice Time

7 seconds (semi-auto mode)
9 seconds (regular mode)

Heat Time

25 seconds*6 (S922: 40 mm Sleeve, S921: 60 mm Sleeve) (Pre-heat mode)
31 seconds*6 (S922: 40 mm Sleeve, S921: 60 mm Sleeve) (regular mode)

Splice Programs

Max. 150

Automatic Splicing Selection

SM: SM, DSF, NZD, BIF/UBIF, MM: MM

Heat Programs

Max. 18

Automatic Heating Start

Available

Applicable Sleeves

20/40/60 mm

Fiber Holding

Tight holder (Loose tube applicable) or Removal Fiber Holder System

Tension Test

1.96 N

Return Loss of Splice

60 dB or greater

Attenuation Splice Function

Intentional high splice loss of 0.1 dB to 10 dB (0.1 dB step) can be made for an inline fixed attenuator

Fiber Image Magnification

304X, 608X

Splice Memory

Max. 2,000

Image Capture Capacity

Last 100 images to be automatically captured + Up to 24 images to be stored permanently

Dimension

127W × 199D × 105H mm (not including shock absorber)
159W × 231D × 130H mm (including shock absorber)

Weight

1.9 kg (without battery)
2.3 kg (with two batteries)

Monitor

3.5” color LCD monitor

Data Output

USB ver.2.0 mini

Battery Capacity

Typical 80 splice/heat cycles with single battery*7
Typical 200 splice/heat cycles with 2 batteries*8

Altitude

5,000 mh

Wind Protection

Max. wind velocity of 15 m/s.

Operating Temperature

-10 to +50°C (0 to 95% Relative Humidity [Non-Condensing])

Storage Temperature

-40 to +60°C (0 to 95% Relative Humidity [Non-Condensing])

Humidity

0 to +95% RH (non-condensing)

Power Source

AC Input 100 to 240 V (50/60 Hz), DC Input 11 to 17 V without any change of hardware

*6 The first heating after turning on the power can be longer than the usual heating time.
*7 The number of the splicing and heating the machine can produce using a fully charged brand new battery at room temperature of 20°C,
    semi-auto mode for splicing and regular mode for Heating. Depending on the condition of the batteries and operation environment, the number can vary.
*8 The number of the splicing and heating the machine can produce using 2 fully charged brand new batteries at room temperature of 20°C,
    semi-auto mode for splicing and regular mode for Heating. Depending on the condition of the batteries and operation environment, the number can vary.

STANDARD PACKAGE



Item

P/N

 S178A Main Body
 Hard Carrying Case
 Battery Pack

S178-A-A-0001

1

HCC-01

1

Depending on the package

 Spare Electrodes
	AC Adaptor for S178A and
S958C

 AC Cable Cord
 Electrode Sharpener
 Cleaning Brush
 Tool case
User Manual



Quantity

S943B

1 or 2

S969

1pair

S976A

1

—

1

D5111

1

VGC-01

1

TCC-01

1

FTS-B405

1





















OPTIONAL COMPONENTS
Item

P/N

 Soft Carrying Case
 Battery Charger
 AC Adaptor for S958C
 Cooling Tray
 Angled Stand
 Working Belt
 USB Cable
 Car Cigarette Cable
 Tripod Adapter
 Tight Holder

SCC-01

1

S958C

1

S977A

1

CTX-01

1

AGS-01

1

WBT-01

1

USB-01

1

CDC-01

1

TPA-01

1

16 mm Cleave length
10 mm Cleave length

S712T-016
S712T-010

1pair
1pair

Removal Fiber Holder
160 μm coating diameter fiber
250 μm coating diameter fiber
500 μm coating diameter fiber*9
900 μm coating diameter fiber
Loose Tube Fiber (Left side)
Loose Tube Fiber (Right side)

S712S-160
S712S-250
S712S-500
S712S-900
S712S-LT-L
S712S-LT-R

1pair
1pair
1pair
1pair
1
1

SOC Holder
<For Ferrule>
Seikoh Giken FC/SC connector (9 mm)
Seikoh Giken FC/SC connector (5 mm)
Seikoh Giken LC connector (9 mm)
Seikoh Giken LC connector (5 mm)
Diamond E-2000™/F-3000™ LC/SC connector
<For Cordage>
Seikoh Giken Cordage (5 mm)
Seikoh Giken Cordage (9 mm)
Diamond Cordage (5 mm cleave, 1.8~3 mm cordage)
<Tool>
Diamond Mount
Smart Fuse
Software Interface for Machine

*9



Quantity

S712C-SGS9-L
S712C-SGS5-L
S712C-SGL9-L
S712C-SGL5-L
S712C-DM25-L

1
1
1
1
1

S712C-SGC5-R
S712C-SGC9-R
S712C-DMC5-R

1
1
1

WTX-01

1

SF-01

1














 Angled Stand in Action  -1 Working Belt in Action  -2 Working Belt in Action

ORDERING NUMBER FORM
Category

S178A-(X1)-(X2)
Remark

Code

X1

Fiber Holder Type

1
2
3

16 mm Tight Holder S712T-016
10 mm Tight Holder S712T-010
Fiber Holder System

X2

Number of Battery
Pack (S943B)

1
2

1 pack
2 packs

Used for 400-500 μm cladding diameter fiber.

The Furukawa Electric Group strives to develop environmentally considerate products.
eFriendly Logo Mark
This logo mark indicates that the products and
services satisfy the standards of environmentally
friendly products of the Furukawa Electric Group.

ISO
14001

Our Group has configured the environmental management
system at each of our plants worldwide, and acquired ISO14001
certification.
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